an introduction to keenan and Comrie's npah (noun phrase accessibility hierarchy) is followed by data showing to what extent Marathi's ppps (prenominal participial phrases) do and do not conform to it. the range of constructional variety inside a ppp is shown to be related to the tightness or looseness of the relation of the predicate inside the ppp to the nulled element. examples are presented of the puzzling absence of agent and experiencer noun phrases inside ppps. the paper ends with examples and discussion of the mismatch or transfer of ppp modifiers away from the np denoting the 'imagee' or entity depicted in an image to the np denoting the image itself.
key words: marathi, prenominal participial phrase, noun-phrase accessibility hierarchy, relativization, picture nouns, mismatches peter edwin hook, universities of Michigan and Virginia, peter.e.hook@gmail.com; prashant pardeshi, national Institute for japanese language & linguistics, prashant@ninjal.ac.jp introduction in 1977 2 edward keenan and Bernard Comrie introduced the notion of the "noun phrase accessibility hierarchy" (hereafter npah) as a way of ordering disparate cross-linguistic data on the scope of relativization constructions. the npah is represented as a series of positions along a scale of relativizability:
(1) Subject > Direct obj > Indir obj > oblique obj > possessor > obj of Comparison the npah is an implicational hierarchy. any position on it that is relativizable in a given language implies relativizability of all the positions to its left. For each position there is at least one language for which positions to its right are not relativizable. the consequence of this is that the npah partitions the world's languages into seven types. lp lV (2) peter edwin hook, prashant pardeshi at first the Marathi data does not seem to contradict or counter-exemplify the npah. as we shall see, however, the devil is in the details! the rest of the paper is divided into the following sections: 1997: 89-91) and Dhongde & wali (2009: 222-223) . hook & koul (ms) is a description of ppps in hindi-urdu and kashmiri. kannada ppps are briefly treated in (Sridhar 1990: 49-51 ) and tamil's, at great length in a monograph dedicated to them (annamalai 1997). Masica (1991: 408-410 ) compares ppps in indo-aryan. Subbarao (2012: 263-335 ) is a comparison covering all of South asia. 4 we have introduced sub-distinctions to facilitate an understanding of the Marathi data. the keenanComrie npah does not distinguish transitive agents from intransitive subjects.
5 From a syntactic point of view experiencers in constructions like that in (5) are a (sub-type of) agent: they antecede reflexive possessives (a) and they control gerunds (b): In (9) through (12) the positions relativized on belong to the category of oblique objects: In Marathi the inalienable possessor is assigned the dative case as in (a):
tyā-lā hāt, pāy, ḍoka āhe him-Dat hand foot head is 'he has hands, feet, and a head. ' (72.78.249.125) like the experiencer, the inalienable possessor controls the gerund:
moṭhā ho-un malā jevhā mula ho-til… big become-ger me.Dat when children be-Fut3pl 'when I'll grow up and have kids …' (bandyagundi.blogspot.com) see pandharipande 1997: 231; Dhongde & wali 2009: 291, and Subbarao 2012: 272. 7 It is a toss-up whether the full-clause counterpart has pāṇyā-t 'in the water' or pāṇyā-ne 'with the water'. the choice may depend on the size of the item washed. lp lV (2) peter edwin hook, prashant pardeshi Marathi distinguishes two kinds of possessor: alienable and inalienable. Both kinds can be relativized on with a ppp:
Relativization on object of comparison (the last position on the npah) is outside the scope of the ppp and must be rendered with a relative-corelative construction: (14) [ (4)- (13)] we see that ppps in -lel-do not violate the constraints proposed by keenan and Comrie. however, Marathi's ppps in -ṇār-[ (15)- (23)] do violate those constraints. they allow relativization on subject and agentpositions on the extreme left of the npah - and positions (oblique objects [ (18)- (22)] and alienable possessor) on the far right. the gap in the middle, the inability of ppps in -ṇār-to relativize the positions of direct object and [with Modern greek (joseph 1983)] indirect object makes Marathi an exception to the universal that keenan and Comrie proposed.
patients and recipients may be relativized by -ṇār-provided that they are in ppps in which they figure not as nulled or gapped direct and indirect objects but as subjects: …' (ketkardnyankosh.com) the general inability of -ṇār-ppps to relativize on direct and indirect object positions may have more to do with -ṇār-'s morphological history than with syntax or semantics. Jules Bloch (1970: §258) discusses but then hesitates to accept the theory that -ṇār-is derived from the infinitive in -ṇ-plus a remnant of the agentive suffix -dhāraka 'supporter'.
8
In addition to 'experiencer subject' (5) and (16) Marathi requires a few other positions that are not on the npah in order to accommodate subcategorized relations of nulled head noun to the ppps predicate. one of them - which we may term the 'predicative' or 'essive' -is the relation between a subject and its nominal or adjectival predicate: In more than half of the data presented so far, the relationships of the ppp's nulled elements to their predicate [that is, to the verb or complex verb in participial form] are ones subcategorized [that is, lexically required or projected] by that predicate: intransitive subject, agent, patient, dative experiencer, inalienable possessor, Recipient, ablative Source, and locative-goal. these are the eight grammatical relationships that are lexically required by sets or subsets of Marathi predicates. 10 almost all Marathi intransitive predicates require a subject; 11 transitive predicates, an agent and a patient; ditransitives, an agent, a patient 9 the full-clause counterpart of (29) has a genitive of the person abducted: (a) tin varṣān-čyā muli-ʦa apaharaṇ ʣhā-la three years-gen girl-gen abduction became-pstnsg 'the abduction of a three-year old girl occurred.' (www.ibnlokmat.tv) In the full-clause counterpart of (28) the patient is the subject of a complex predicate: (b) paise ʦori ʣhā-l-e money(Mpl) theft(Fsg) became-pst-Mpl 'the money was stolen.' (www.loksatta.com) we take the incorporation of the noun tsori in (b) as alternating with its non-incorporation: (c) 25 hajār rupyān-či ʦori ʣhā-l-i 25 thousand rupees-gen theft(Fsg) became-pst-Fsg 'twenty-five thousand rupees were stolen.' (news1.marathisrushti.com)
10
Instrument seems to be an exception: the instrumental relation of auṣadhe 'medicines' to kami hoṇe 'to become less' in (18) is not subcategorized by that predicate. the relation of (18) to a synonymous alternant in kami karṇe 'to reduce' is discussed in hook and pardeshi (MS).
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exceptions to the subject requirement include verbs like ujāḍṇe 'to dawn', andhārṇe 'to get dark' when used impersonally. note the default neuter singular verb form in (a):
(a) ātā ʦāngla-ʦ ujāḍ-la hot-a now well-emph dawn-pstnsgDef was-nsgDef 'now the dawn was well advanced.' (envis.maharashtra.gov.in) however, some of the same verbs can be used personally, too:
ševaṭi ravi.vār-ʦā divas ujāḍ-lā finally Sunday-gen day(Msg) dawn-pstMsg 'Finally Sunday dawned.' (kayvatelte.com) Dhongde and wali provide a sampling of Marathi's impersonal sentences (2009: 200-201 (32) and (12) is that the locative-goal of the sediment in (12) is a necessary complement of the verb sāʦ- 'collect': (72.78.249.126/agrowon) In contrast to (12), the location of a death is not a required complement of the verb mar-'die'. that is, the location of a death is not subcategorized by the verb mar.ṇe 'to 12 the co-occurrence of inalienable possessor nouns with the verb asṇe 'to be' [(6) and (17)] has to be thought of as inhering in the construction as a whole.
13 In his recent monograph on South asian languages Subbarao has invoked absence of a thematic relation between the nulled element and its predicate as an explanation as to why comitative ppps are not permitted unless either the comitative postposition is retained in the ppp or a reciprocal form of the verb or an adverb meaning 'together' is present in it (2012: 304-308). a counter-example from the gultari dialect of eastern Shina, an Indoaryan language of the northern areas of pakistan (hook 1997: 143) :
waž-oni raž-e he-emph sits-one old.Fsg-acc take-ger come-Inf say-M3plpst 'they told him to bring [the old (woman) [(that) he sits (with)]]. ' (roṇi gā phaŗāro, l. 48) lp lV (2) peter edwin hook, prashant pardeshi die'. the noun pāv 'bread' in (32) is the unsubcategorized location of the subject of an intransitive. among the consequences of this difference is that people [farmers, at least] may regard gāḷ sāʦleli ʣamin 'silted land' as an established category or a kind of land whereas māši melelā pāv 'bread with a dead fly in it' is hard to think of as being an established kind of bread.
let us consider another contrasting pair: In both (33) and (34) the relation of the head noun to the ppp is that of possessor. But in (33) mention of the possessor is required to complete the sense of the predicate āi-vaḍil nasṇe 'to lack parents' whereas in (34) mention of the (ex-)possessor of the stolen wallet is not required in order to understand the meaning of pākiṭ gela 'a wallet was stolen'. the relation of the meaning of pākiṭ gela to māṇsa 'persons' is more indirect or peripheral than the relation of āi-vaḍil nāhit to mula 'children'.
Consequently since the relation is much looser the contents of a ppp modifying a peripheral possessor of the sort we see in (34) can vary much more than can the contents of a ppp modifying a subcategorized possessor of the sort we see in (33). For instance, the possessor of a locative-goal may be modified by an indirectly related ppp: In all three of (34-36) the full-clause counterpart of the ppp uses the genitive case in a complex noun phrase to indicate the relation of the possessor to the wallet, to the houses, to the jewelry. again, in (37) the constituent lokān-čyā gharāt 'into people's houses' is a complex np. In (37) [lok] , the possessor of the houses, has no grammatical relation to the verb in the full-clause predicate pāṇi širla 'water entered '. nor does it in (35 'Most of the under-aged kids who are working do not have parents. ' (divyamarathi.bhaskar.com) this can be put in another way: in (33) the head noun mula is directly modified by the contents of its ppp while in (35) the head noun loka is indirectly modified by the contents of a ppp which it 'hosts'. Based on this difference we make the following generalization:
the looser the relation of the head to the contents of its ppp, the greater the variety in the types of ppps that it may host.
4. the MISSIng agent MYSteRY [aS Yet unSolVeD] the striking reluctance of speakers to include an overt agent or experiencer seen in ppps [(40) , (41), (42), (43) we close with some data for which analysis in terms of the head of a ppp hosting an immediately related modifying participial phrase can't be made.
15 In (46) and (47) we have examples of the transfer of the ppp modifying the 'subject' or the intended imagee of an image to the image itself: 'now I will take a photo of both of the kids showing their teeth (= smiling).' (sahajachwordpress.com)
lel-ā āṇi kes kāp-lel-ā>
In (46) and (47) the ppp applies semantically to a nulled entity which in turn is imaged by phoṭo, the noun phrase which hosts the ppp. we may think of phoṭo as a 'see-through' noun. although its modifiers form a morphosyntactic constituent with the noun phoṭo they are to be understood as applying not to it but to the imagee depicted in it. 14 however, example (45) is from a narration of the plot of a bhāṇ so the presence of an agent in the ppp may reflect patterns of Sanskrit syntax in which explicit mention of the ppp's agent is the norm.
15
In his pioneering study of ppps in japanese, teramura cites examples "in which the underlying sentence from which the modifying phrase is derived do not contain the same noun as the modified noun" as instances of an "outer relationship " (1969: 66) . the first four sections of our paper treat a type of construction "in which the modifying element is derivable from a sentence which contains the same noun as the noun which is modified." this he calls an "inner relationship." 16 angled brackets ("<" and ">") indicate a semantically mismatched ('reindexed') constituent.
17
Modification of 'see-through' nouns like phoțo displays oddities in other languages, too: …[the <clean shaven> photograph of Lincoln] made before he became president … (google) hindi-urdu (whose ppps have more limited range) also allows transferred modification: (a) [ apnī <pošāk pahan-e.hue> foṭo] hamẽ bhej-ẽ self's costume wear-pstpartMpl photo(Mpl) us.Dat send-Imper 'Send us photographs (that) you've worn your costume in. ' (beautiful-chandigarh.blogspot) 
